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ABSTRACT
The precision of three different mechanisms that can be used to find
knowledgeable persons to help in problem solving was compared. The
mechanisms were the MIT Directory of Current Research, the MIT Directory
of Courses, and individual persons as sources of referral information. No
major difference was observed among the precision of these mechanisms.
Real life problems were examined in a simulated personal referral
operation. Questionnaires were used to determine whether the persons found
through the three mechanisms tested had information for the problem for
which they were selected. The information from the questionnaires was used
to obtain estimates of precision measures.
Four additional mechanisms that can also be used to assist in Personal
Referral were identified and examined. Two of them can be used to identify
not only persons who might have information for a problem but who are also
willing to help: questionnaires and bulletin boards. Two others can
complement Expertise Registers by aiding the prediction of who has
information and who is available to give it: the identification of Pools
(closely-knit groups) of people, and the development of Availability
Registers that indicate under what conditions potential sources of
information are willing to help.
An integrated view of the Personal Referral Problem was obtained.
That view led to the definition;of Personal Referral concepts and
terminology. Such concepts include seekers and sources of information,
active and predictive identification mechanisms, and being available as
distinguished from just having information.
The thesis concludes that a Personal Referral System could be imple-
mented at MIT. Existing publications provide sufficient information to
identify knowledgeable sources. The experience with Availability Registers
by the MIT-Alternative Energy Interest Group indicates that a sufficient
number of persons at MIT would participate as sources of information to
make the Referral System practical. Other considerations for the imple-
mentation of a Personal Referral System at MIT are discussed.
Finally, it ie recommended that further research in the areas of
precision, recall and cost-benefit evaluation be made. It is further
recommended that this additional analysis be done on the basis of an
actual prototype referral system rather than by simulation.
Thesis Supervisor: J. Francis Reintjes
Professor of Electrical EngineeringTitle:
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1. - EXRACiLSA-R St s r
Indexes to people, skills inventories, expertise
registers, and so forth, are synonyms for "who-knows-what"
indexes. In different forms they are used for different
purposes in organizations. Hoey (1) distinguishes two classes
of "who-knows-what" indexest
-"Indexes (used) within personnel departments as tools
for better manpower utilization" and
-"indexes to experts for use in problem solving".
This thesis concerns the latter.
"Who-knows what" indexes for problem solving will
hereafter be called Expertise Registers. They can be ilkened
to Library Catalogues. Whereas Library Catalogues point to
documents relevant to the users* needs, Expertise Registers
point to people as sources of information. As Library
Catalogues, then, Expertise Registers are aids for problem
solving.
2*- PotentaiaLs ofExnerilse.Regisers at M.I.T.
In many circumnstances, formal channels of communication
(1) "Systematic Utilization of Human Resources as an Integral
Part of Information Science Work", P.0*N. Hoey, Journal of
the American Society for Information Science, Nov-Dec 1972.
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such as books, papers, etcetera, either do not carry the
Information needed for a specific problem or do not
constitute an efficient way of conveying that information to
the person who needs it - the seeker of information. In
those circumstances, informal channels (oral or written
person- to-person communication, seminars, informal
newsletters, etc.) fill the gap.
Expertise Registers facilitate informal communications
in the same way as libraries facilitate the use of formal
channels. Organizations such as FAO (1) , Unilever, The
National Library of Medicine and IBM have recognized this
potential and already have Expertise Registers, i.e., indexes
to people to be used in problem solving rather than manpower
utilization. (2)
At MIT, the Industrial Liaison Office (ILO) uses its
Directory of Current Research as an Expertise Register for
faculty and research staff at the Institute. ILO refers
members of the corporations affiliated to the Industrial
Liaison program to persons at MIT who may help solve the
members' scientific or technical problems.
No service exists to aid persons within the Institute to
(1) United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
(2) Hoey, op.cit.
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find others at MIT to help in problem solvinq. Individual
efforts are made to keep records of oersons in different
areas. Some librarians keep records of people at MIT working
in the librarians* fields of specialization. (1) In general,
though, librarians rely on their experience and memory to
refer library users to people at MIT whenever the users'
needs are not satisfied through literature. (2)
In 1972 a group of MIT students did preliminary work for
the creation of an MIT Information System that would include
an Expertise Register for the Institute. The effort was not
continued because no funding was obtained for a proposed
pilot operation. (3)
Isolated efforts of librarians and other individuals to
develop Expertise Registers strengthen the belief that an
Institute-wide Expertise Register would be a useful tool to
facilitate person-to-person communications for problem
solving. Such a register would also help ILO to take care of
information requests from persons not related to the
(1) For example Expertise Registers are kept by Mrs. Laura
Carchia in Industrial Relations (3ewey Library) and by
Barbara Passero at MARIC.
(2) Private communication with Margaret Otto, Assistant
Director of Library Services at M.I.T.
(3) Private communication with Steve Ehrman, MIT grad
student..
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Industrial Liaison Program.
3.- Objectives of the Study
A Personal Referral System appeared to be a promising
aid for problem solving. It is not hard to conceptualize its
operation either as a manual system or as a computerized
facility. Whatever form the implementation might take,
several questions have to be answered. The thesis is aimed at
examining how existing publications describing courses and
research at MIT would perform as Expertise Registers.
The main goals set for the study weret
a) To compare the precision of two MIT publications
when used as Expertise Registers in real life situations. The
publications were, the MIT Directory of Current Research (1)
and the Descriptions of Subjects (2)
b) To compare the precision of secondary references
to the precision of Expertise Registers. For this analysis,
references are called secondary when they come from people
originally found as references from Expertise Registers.
(1) Published by the Industrial Liaison Office
(2) Part of the MIT 3ulletin
CHAPTER II
SUMMARY
i.- Methodology.
As was mentioned in the introduction, the objectives of
the thesis were to compare the precisions of different
Registers and to compare precisions of Registers with the
precisions of secondary references. In this section the
measure of precision used and the method of comparison are
defined. A summary describing how the data was collected is
also given.
a)Comparison of precision of Expertise Registerst
For a given problem each Expertise Register can be
used to obtain Rfer ences to people as sources of
information. PraILsLa of an index for a given problem was
defined in this study as the ratio of the Number of
references who had Information for the problem to the Total
number of references from the Register.
In order to compare the precision of the two
Expertise Registers studied, those registers were used for 5
real-life problems in a manually simulated Personal Referral
System. For each one of the problems the precision of each
Register was obtained.
A Student's t-test would be performed to examine
-1L7 -
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the difference between the precisions of the two registers
being studied. In that test the observations would be the
precision measures obtained for each problem and the
treatments would be the different registers used. The null
hypothesis was that dn the averageois no difference between
the precisions of the Registers.
The following steps were taken to gather the data
necessary to compute precision measures for the two Expertise
Registers studied. The first step was to obtain, through
bulletin board notices, sample problems of current concern to
people at MIT. The persons whose problems were used in the
experiment will be called .
The second step was to use the two Expertise
Registers under study, the MIT Directory of Subjects and the
Oirectory of Current Research, to select references to people
as sources of information for each one of the problems
studied. For reasons explained in Chapter III, the
references obtained from the registers were screened by the
author to select those persons more likely to have
Information for the problem for which they were found through
the registers.
The third step was to evaluate the references
selected in the second step. It had to be ascertained whether
-t9-
those references pointed to people who had information for
the problem for whicn they were selected.
This evaluation was done 6y asking the references
whether they had information for the problem for which they
were selected. Most of the references were evaluated
through a questionnaire (Form Q-2 In the Appendix). Some of
the references were evaluated by the seeker and one of them
by the author.
The collection of data for this analysis is
discussed in detail in Chapter III and the testing of the
hypotheses is presented in Chapter IV.
b) Secondary References vs. Expertise Registersi
Form Q-2 served a two-fold purpose. In addition to
gathering data to compare the Precision of Exoertise
Registers, Form Q-2 was used to obtain secondary references:
respondents were asked to give names of others in the
Institute who might have information for the problem; these
are called secondary references. The precision of the
Secondary Reference given by a respondent to Form Q-2 is
defined as the the ratio of the Number of Secodary References
who had information for the problem to the total number of
Secondary References.
The examination was similar to the one explained
above for the comparison of Expertise Registers. The null
hypothesis tested In this case was that there is no
significant difference between the precision of Expertise
Registers and the precision of Secondary References.
The collection of data for this analysis is
discussed in detail in Chapter III and the testing of
hypotheses is presented in Chapter IV.
2.- &W&Lt1.
a) Comparison of precision of Expertise Registers.
The data obtained did not indicate a significant
difference between the precisions of the two registers
studied; the tests performed did not reject the null
hypothesis. Nevertheless, the results must be observed in the
light of the conditions under which the data was obtained.
As is explained in Chapter III, the
selection of references was not done strictly through the
registers; the author screened the references obtained from
the registers. So what was actually compared was the
precision of the regeisters when their references are
screened by the user.
On the one hand, the selection procedure may have
contributed to diminish the difference between the two
registers, but on the other hand, that selection procedure
-21-
may give a more realistic representation of what precision a
real user of the registers could obtain. Any user could have
screened the references himself to select those most likely
to have information.
b) Secondary References vs. Expertise Registers
The data obtained does not support rejecting the null
hypothesis tested. In other words, in the light of that data
the precision of secondary references is not significantly
different from the precision of references from registers.
This result came as a surprise. Intuition suggested
that people would give better references than Registers and
that seems not to be the case.
An explanation for this may be the "pass the buck"
effects people giving names of others just to get seekers off
their backs. A complementary explanation may be that Sublect
Descriptions and the Directory of Current Research are good
Expertise Registers when their references are screened by the
user. In this study, the references from the registers were
screened by the author. Under those conditions the registers
can compete with people as sources of references.
3.- Ne1 Persana-&ef errai techanismas
a) The Questionnaire as a Mechanism.
Although originally designed to gather data for the
-22-
study, Form Q-2 suggested a very promising tool for personal
referral. Form Q-2 served to identify precisely people who
had information; it was successful in obtaining 50% response.
It could be simplified and perfected to include simple
availability questions like "do you have the time", etc.
The potential of this mechanism for fact retrieval
must be underlined. Respondents to Form Q-2 gave Interesting
suggestions and ideas to solve the different problems even
though they were not directly asked to do so.
bI Use of Bulletin Boards.
The study tested this mechanism Indirectly. 100
copies of a notice were placed in bulletin boards to call the
attention of people with information needs whose problems
could be used in the study. Out of 15 respondents, 12 had
information needs, but 3 were simply interested in the study
and had useful Information to give. No other mechanism, short
of a newspaper article or ad, would have led to contacting
these people.
Another approach to the use of bulletin boards,
which was also among the ideas suggested by Ehrman (1) is to
use a single bulletin board instead of many. In that bulletin
board people would enter their information needs and their
Q) Private communication with Steve Ehrman
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responses to problems.
c) Informal Networks and Pools.
References to people provided by other persons
suggested drawing networks of references to study
interrelations among persons. In those networks, the nodes
represent people and directed edges interconecting nodes
represent references.
Pools are groups of people where references tend to
converge. Those groups were noticed when the networks were
drawn. From the observation of the networks drawn for the
five problems studied, the typical characteristics of pools
were identified. Those characteristics and some observations
about Pools that may be very useful for Personal Referral are
presented in Chapter IV.
d) Availability Registers.
These Registers contain information about the
conditions under which experts would help information seekers
solve problems in those experts* areas of expertise.
An Availability Register was developed for the MIT
Alternative Energy Interest Group. It was developed along
with an Expertise Register for this group.
This experience illustrates that (a) Availability
Registers can be successfully built and (b) the process of
-24-
constructing these Registers helps to determine the number of
persons that would be actually willing to help different
seekers in different areas of expertise.
4. Conclusions.
This report concludes giving an integrated view of
the Personal Referral Problem. Whereas initially that problem
was seen as the problem of Expertise Registers, this new view
takes Expertise Registers as one of the mechanisms that can
be used for Personal Referral and opens the way for various
other Personal Referral Mechanisms.
This integrated view is given in Chapter V. Therewe
also give some suggestions for the implementation of a
Personal Referral System, based on the results of the study.
CHAPTER III
COLLECTION OF DATA
Three steps were followed to obtain the data needed
for the study. The first step was to contact persons at MIT
who wanted to find others at the Institute who might provide
scientific or technical information relevant to their current
work. Sample problems for the study were obtained this way.
The second step was to obtain references to people
as sources of information for each one of the sample problems
found in the first step. The references were found through
the two Expertise Registers studied. The MIT Directory of
Current Research (OCR) and the Description of MIT Subjects
(OS).
The last step was to evaluate the references
obtained in the second step. It had to be ascertained whether
these references pointed to people who had information. The
third step also served to obtain secondary references from
the references found through step 2.
The procedure followed and the data obtained are
presented below.
A.- EINDINGiSAMLE.PRDBLEMS
The first step in the study was to obtain a set of
sample problems of current concern to people at MIT. The
procedure also served to obtain some information about
Information seekers and their problems. In this section the
procedure followed is described and the data obtained are
presented.
i.- Findina artci2ants In the situdua
a) Ptargmdur
100 copies of the Hot Information notice, presented
as Figure j in Appendix I, were placed on bulletin boards in
some of the buildings of the Schools of Architecture and
Planning, Engineering and Science. The notices were posted
during the second week of Oecember. A few notices remained
posted after the end-of-year cleaning of bulletin boards.
b) &12a"1
Eight persons responded to the notices in the first
two weeks after they were posted. Five more persons responded
in the first three weeks of January. Two other persons gained
interest in the study after an Informal conversation with the
author.
2. - Qata_arggoondentrs
a) ECtarapalma
The general procedure to obtain data from
respondents was to hold an informal interview with them,
explain the experiment and find out about their information
problems. For those respondents who were to participate in
the study, the interview was formalized by asking the
respondent to fill Form Q-1 (Figure 2 in Appendix I).
Form Q-L was filled out by seven respondents. The
Information presented here about the other respondents was
gathered during the Interview. The following are the reasons
why some people did not fill Form Q-I. Three respondents did
not have Information problems; they were just interested in
the idea of personal referral. Two respondents answered too
late and they were not offer/ed help. One respondent found
the answer to his problem before filling Form Q-1. One
respondent did not have his problem well defined and
preferred not to participate. Finally, one respondent was
offeried help in a different way than through the study and
it was unnecessary to ask him to fill Form Q-1.
b) Inforeatio about the resondents
The respondents were of two kinds# twelve of the
fifteen respondents were persons who had a scientific or
technical problem and wanted information from people. These
respondents will be called EJmaeCs. The other three
respondents were interested in the idea of personal referral
suggested in the notice and wanted to know more about it. Two
of them had ideas of their own on the tooic of personal
-28-
referral.
The study deals with the first group of
respondents, the seekers. The notice was aimed at them. The
seekers were largely studentst five graduates and four
undergraduates. One of the seekers was a research associate
at MIT, another was doing research with a professor at MIT
and the other was doing research at the U.S. Department of
Transportation.
c) Seekers* Information Problems
Six of the seekers needed information in relation
to their thesis work; four of the seekers needed information
in connection with a research project. The other two had
specific problems: one was looking for a specialist to form a
new business venture with him, another was looking for people
interested in a specific topic to form an interest group.
Figure III-1 shows summaries of the problems the
seekers had. Those summaries intend to show the wide range of
problems people may have for which they think talking to
people may help.
d) Reasons fo talking to Deopie
Figure 111-2 presents statements made by some
seekers in Form Q-1 when asked why they thought the
information they needed could be best obtained from people.
-29-
EIGURE IllI I
SUddARIE S OF -SEEKER S'. . ROBLEM5S
I.- The seeker was building a 30* blimp. The problems were$
a) Plot the shapes of sheets of plastic of which blimp
will be made
b) Design and test of fins and servomotors
c) Selection of engines, propellers and ducts
2.- The seeker was developing a liquid flow chemical analysis
method. The peoblem was to find The optimal size of tube and
bead to flatten the profile of the flow.
3.- The seeker had built a prototype EKG telemetry unit. The
Problem was to find an estimate of cost if purchased by an
ambulance service.
4.- The seeker was experimenting with monkeys. The problem was
to find a method to detect the spot on a screen touched by the
monkey in response to stimuli.
S.- The seeker needed empirical estimates of the position of
the peaks of a function that describes the motion of buildings
(motion during an earthquake, for example).
6.- The seeker was looking for a thesis topic in an area
related to the energy crisis.
7.- The U.S. Department of Transportation had data on driving
patterns, provided by an external source. In order to
establish the direction of effort , the seeker needed to learn
what meaningful uses that data could be put to.
8.- The seeker needed equipment to manufacture special type of
thin films.
9.- The seeker was starting a new business venture and was
looking for a partner knowledgeable in minicomputer controls
-for heating, ventilation and air conditioning.
10.- The seeker was interested in attitudes of computer users
towards software and its implications for design.
11.- The seeker was forming the Alternative Energy Interest
Group. He was looking for people interested in participating
in the Group.
For some of the other seekers the reasons for talking to
people can be seen clearly from the problem for which they
wanted information. For example information for problem 1i
(see Figure III-1) could only comeApeople. That would also be
the case in Problem LO if no one had made research into the
attitudes towards computer software before.
e) Saaee * -Personaj ReferraL Reayirements
In the first place, the seekers were not
well-informed in using existing resources available to them
in finding people that may help. None of them had thought,
for example, of using the Directory of Courses to find
persons. Furthermore, in talking to some of the seekers it
was seen that when they had contacted persons, they had not
asked for names of others. This indicates that seekers need
training in using, for problem-solving, human resources
available in their organizations look for the right persons
and ask them the right questions.
Secondly, seekers wanted references to people
bgoMld help thna., not just knowledgeable people. This was
expressed in different ways by different seekers. An anecdote
narrated by one of the seekers serves to illustrate this
point.He once asked a professor a question about gliders. The
professor denied knowing about that topic. Later, the seeker
-31-
E LMU2-111-2
SEEKERS' -REAS ONS- EO-IALK IGD._PE0PLE,
(Q)
1.- I have already done a pretty good check of
libraries. Most of my good ideas come from
discussions with People who are interested in the
prolect. People would be most helpful by offering
suggestions of better ways to do things and
pointing out problems I have not thought of yet.
(2)
2.- Talking with an expert takes far less time
than searching through some of the wrong
literature and gives you a clearer idea of what
you really want, due to the expert's questions to
you.
3.- 1 know very little about marketing and
production costs. I am not familiar with the
literature, etc. I do not need great accuracy or
detail.
4.- It is a rather specialized problem. All the
solutions I have seen in the literature are too
expensive.
7.- The literature is limited since this kind of
data has not been used very often previously.
9.- Because ideally I am looking for a person who
would be willing to get involved with the business
startup.
(1) The numbering of these answers correspond to
the problem numbers in Exhibit I.
(2) Part of this answer was given with the problem
statement.
found out that the professor was building a glider himself.
The seeker then asked the professor for an explanation; the
professor said he did not have time to help the seeker when
he was first asked.
3. - Sai b I
Due to time constraints only five problems were
used in the study. Two problems were extracted from Problem i
in Figure 111-1. The first problem was to plot the shapes of
the pieces of plastic of which the blmp*s envelope was to be
made. The second problem was to determine If the choice of
polyethylene as the material for the blimp was a good choice.
The three other problems were, respectively, problems 2, 3
and 4 in Figure III-i. The problems used in the study are
shown in Figure 111-3.
8.- ELIUIREFERENCES TO PQPLE
Expertise Registers were used to find references to
MIT faculty for each one of the five problems studied. Two
MIT publications were used as Expertise Registerst the
Directory of Current Research (OCR) which is an annual
publication of the Industrial Liaison Office (ILO) (J) and
(1) ILO does not publish names along with descriptions of
current research but one version of the OCR used Internally
by ILO includes the names. A copy of that version was used in
this study.
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the Descriptions of Subjects (OS) which is part of the MIT
Butletin.
-.- acigLnaP1La
The original plan was to perform keyword-searches
of the Registers to obtain personal references. Content words
felt to be particularly indicative of the seeker's problem
were selected for each problem from the problem statement
provided by the seeker in Form Q-1. We shall call those
content words, keywords. Some keywords would be extracted
from the seekers answers to question 2 of that same Form.
Keyword-searches would be performed by matching the
keywords obtained for each problem to the descriptions of
courses and research projects contained in the Registers.
Successful matches would point to the persons in charge of
the corresponding courses and research projects, thus
providing the desired references. Only MIT faculty members
were to be taken as the population for the study.
2. - iaaitaal1iian.R-gkiems
The original plan could not be carried out as
intended for various reasons. Firstly, keyword-searches could
not be performed as planned becaise of the difficulty in
searching manually a document of the size of the Course
Catalogue. A search for a few keywords was completed after
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several hours of work; even then it was not certain that all
the matches had been found.
Secondly, besides not being able to find all the
matches, the references obtained by keyword searching were
screened to Include only those persons who, by their
descriptions seemed, in the author's opinion, most likely to
have information for a given problem. This was done for the
following reasoni The references found were going to be
asked whether they had information for a given problem. Some
of the persons in the group that received the first batch of
questionnaires that was sent out complained about the
procedure. To prevent other negative reactions, people for
whom the specific problem would be outside their specialty
were not included in the other batches of questionnaires.
Thirdly, as a rule persons were not sent
questionnaires in two separate mailings. If any one person
had been sent questionnaires for some problem and was
selected for another problem, he was automatically screened
out of the second mailing. The reason for this was also to
prevent negative reactions from persons who might have felt
overwhelmed with questionnaires.
Three steps were followed. Firstly, keywords were
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obtained as planned from the seekers* problem statements. A
few exceptions were made to that procedure. In some cases,
keywords were derived from words in the original seekers*
statement. For example, in Problem 2 the term polymer was
used as a keyword. It was derived from the more specific term
polyethylene which was present in the problem statement. In
other cases, the type of problem suggested using other
keywords. For example, in Problem 4, keywords such as
innovation and invention were used.
Secondly, a set of references was obtained.
References were chosen from the Directory of Subjects(OS) by
performing manual keyword-searches. The problems encountered
with this procedure and their consequences have been
discussed above.
References were chosen from the Directory of
Current Research (OCR) by performing keyword-searches on the
index of the Directory and not on the descriptions of
research as was originally planned. This is one of the
reasons why less references were obtained from the OCR than
from the DS; matches were more likely in the descriptions of
the DS than on the index of the OCR because of descriptions
contain more words.
Lastly, the references found were screened to
exclude those persons who had received questionnaires before
and to include those who by their descriptions seemed more
likely to have information for the problem for which they
were selected. The reasons for this screening procedure were
explained in the previous section.
C.- EVALUATION OF REFERENCES
This step was to evaluate the references found
through the Expertise Registers. The evaluation consisted in
finding out whether the references had information for the
problem for which they were selectd through the Registers.
The selection procedure was explained in the previous
section.
In addition to that evaluation, the procedure used
served to obtain references to people from the references
found through the Expertise Resisters. The latter are called
secondary references and the former, primary references.
Secondary References were also to be evaluated.
1. - iERAMCA
The procedure to evaluate references was to send
each one of them a questionnaire containing the problem for
which the references had been selected. The questionnaire
used was Form Q-2 (Figure 4 in Appendix I). One problem was
included in the space provided in Form Q-2. Each reference
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was asked a) whether he had information for the problem and
b) to provide names of others at MIT who might have
information. The procedure had three parts. They are
discussed below.
a) Restatmantoftihe Problems%
Each problem was rewritten to make it as concise,
clear and unambiguous as possible, maintaining the contents
of the original statement of the problem given by the seeker.
This was done in order that all the persons reading the
problem would understand the same thing. In this way
respondents would answer to the same problem.
This was not an easy task and despite the efforts
made, some respondents complained of lack of clarity in some
problems. The restated problems are shown in Figure 111-3.
The problems will be referred to by the numbers in that
Figure.
b) MjangQuestI onnaires to PtrimaryReferencaes
The questionnaires were sent in three batches. The
first batch was mailed to the Primary References selected for
two problems - problems i and 2. Each one of those Primary
References received one letter introducing the experiment
(Figure 3A in the Appendix I) and two forms Q-2, one for
problem i and another for problem 2.
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Figure 111-3
Problems Used in the Study
The seeper is building a 30' long blimp. He plans to use pieces of poly-
ethylene film .004" thick, joined with polyethylene adhesive tape, for the
envelope. One problem he has is to plot the shapes of the pieces of poly-
ethylene so that the blimp's aerodynamically efficient shape will be
preserved while subject to loads. (me blimp 11 have' no frame)
The seeker is building a 30' long blimp. He plans to use pieces of poly-
ethylene film .004" thick, joined with polyethylene adhesive tape, for the
envelope. One problem he has is to detetmine whether his choice of materials
for the envelope is adequate considering, for example, exposure to the
environment, exposure to prolongued or concentrated forces and other miterials
that may offer better features (lighter, more cas (Helium) tight, chsaper,
more resistant, etc.)
The seeker is developing a. method for chemically analysing an aqueous solution
flowing throdh a' fine (- 0.8 m.diameter) tube. Results obtained so far indicate
that the method is not as accurate as desired due to velocity jgradients in the
tube (i.e. a profile that is "too far" from being flat). For chemical reasons
known to the seeker, a turbulent flow cannot be obtained by increasing the flow
rate (- 1 milliliter/ninute now) so the seeker is trying packinG the tube with
glass beads '(" 0.2 am. diameter now) to flatten the velocity profile. Smaller
beads could flatten the profile even more but if the beads get too fine the
present flow rates could not be maintainod without a pressure that woul burst
'the apparatus being used.
The problem in then to pptimize (or at least make better) the profile by
varying parameters like bead diameter, tubediameter and flowrate,
'The seeker is involved in some animal behaviour experiments in which a
light is made to appear on a 15 x 15 inch area in front of a monkey. The
monkey must jach out arv touch the illuminatd spot to obtain a reward.
The problem is to devise a low-cost method of determining, -with a
resolution of t g", what spot on the 225 int area the monkey actually did
touch. The methodl she'ld' be sensitive to a 'briefgentle touch and shou;ld
allow a light to be projected from the rear onto different spots (1" apart
of each other) ;on that area,
The seeker needs to otain an estimate of the unit cost .to iranufacture'
an electronic device. The' seeker can provide information about the cost of
parts, details of production procedures, specifications and acceptance' tests
on parts, tests on the finished, product and the likely volume of denar-d.
For your information, the device is an Electrocardioeram Telemetry unit
which converts the "electrical heartbeat"of a patient in an ambulance into
a form which can be transmitted over the ambulance's radio.
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The second batch was sent to the Primary References
selected for problem 3. Each one of the Primary References
received one letter introducing the experiment (Figure 38 In
the Appendix I) and one Form Q-2 for Problem 3. The third
batch was sent to the Primary References selected for
problems 4 and 5. Each one of those references received one
letter introducing the experiment (Figure 3A in the Appendix
1) and two Forms Q-2, one for problem 4 and another for
problem 5.
c) iaillagQatt-aralras to_ SecondaryRef erences
As has been stated above, Primary References were
asked to give names of others who might have information for
the problems that were presented in Form Q-2. Those
references provided by Primary References are called
Secondary References. Secondary References were mailed the
some materials that had been sent to the corresponding
Primary References. (Of course, Primary References who were
also named as Secondary References were not sent a
questionnaire again). Time constraints allowed this to be
done for the first two batches only.
2.- RaIonse oErtQ-2.
Table III-t shows the response pattern for each one
of the groups of problems. The figures include all persons
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who received Forms Q-2; Primary and Secondary References.
The table shows that roughly 50% of the Forms sent were
answered. As much as 80% of the responses were received
within the first week after the Forms were sent out.
Persons who answered Form Q-2 pointed to the fact
that they might have information for a problem but they
probably did not have the time or the interest to help
solving it. For example, one of the respondents suggested a
new question should be added to Form Q-22 "Do you have time
to help with this problem?"
Persons who did not answer Form Q-2 may have
stressed the importance of availability by not responding. It
is felt that non-response to Form Q-2 is at least partly
related to the issue of availability. The only non-resoondent
who was contacted by the author admitted that he could be of
great help to the seeker but his interests had shifted and he
could not allocate his time to help the seeker.
The procedure could well have benefited by an
investigation of the reasons for the other non-responses but
time constraints prevented this exercise.
3. - EilarCLRACaG1s.Ewahai9...ata
Tables 111-2 and 111-3 summarize the answers to
question i in Form q-2. Table 2 shows how many persons that
TABLE III - 1
Response to Form Q - 2
Forms Forms
Sent Answered
Problems 1 & 2
Problem 3
Problems 4 & 5
Total
Average
29
33
32
94
TABLE III - 2
Directory of Courses
Prob. References Had No
Found Info. Answer
TABLE III - 3
Directory of Current Research
Prob. References Had No
Found Info. Answer
1 7 3 1 1 2 0 0
2 13 3 7 2 6 2 3
3 18 9 7 3 8 3 5
4 9 1 4 4 3 0 1
5 22 8 10 5 3 1 1
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15
13
17
Response
52
39
52
45
48
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were selected through the Directory of Sublects (OSI were
sent questionnaires; how many of the people who received
questionnaires responded and finally, how many of the
respondents said they had information that could help solve
the corresponding problem. Table 111-3 shows the same
information but for persons selected through the Directory of
Current Research (OCR).
More persons were selected through the DS than
through the OCR because of the way in which the documents
were used. As was mentioned in Section 8-3, the entire
descriptions of the DS were used to select persons while only
the index to the OCR was used for that purpose.
As can be seen from looking at tables 111-1, 111-2
and 111-3, more persons received Forms Q-2 than were selected
through the Registers. That is because some persons were sent
questionnaires even though those persons were not selected
through keyword matches.
4.- Data on condary References
The responses to question 3 in Form Q-2 are best
presented in a graphic form. Figures 111-4 through 111-8 show
the graphs obtained for the five problems. In those graphs
the nodes represent people and the numbers inside the nodes
are arbitrary numbers used to designate people. The arrows
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Indicate references. For example, in Figure 111-4, person
No.21 pointed to persons No.14 and No.33.
The nodes have superscripts and subscripts. The
superscripts summarize the answers to question i in Form Q-2.
A "i" or a "2" or a "3" indicate that the person
corresponding to that node said he had information for the
corresponding problem. A "0" Indicates that the person said
he did not have information. A "4" Indicates that the person
answered "maybe" or "perhaps" to question I in Form Q-2. A
"N" indicates that the person was not sent Form Q-2. The
lack of a superscript indicates that no evaluation was
obtained for the person corresponding to that node.
Subscripts indicate how persons were selected. "OS"
indicates that the person was selected through the Directory
of Sub)ects. "ODCR" indicates that the person was selected
through the Directory of Current Research. The lack of a
subscript indicates that the person was selected by other
meanst If the person has an arrow pointing to him, then he
was found through another person. Otherwise, the person may
have been selected to take part in the study rather
informally through browsing the Register, references from
friends, etc.
In figures 111-4 through 111-8, groups of persons
-.44-
are encircled to indicate the department to which they
belong, the MIT buildings in which they work or any specific
group they may belong to. The shaded areas constitute
*Pools*. Pools are discussed in Chapter IV.
5. - a -aa mma1EntsQ-.
23 of the 45 respondents gave at least a suggestion
on how to solve the problem they were presented. In two
circumstances, the respondents gave detailed explanations on
the best way to solve the problems. One of them took the time
to write a formal letter explaining his solution.
One of the respondents said he was interested in
the solution to the problem he was presented. That problem
was among the ones he had to solve in a project he was
currently working on and he would save some time and effort
if he was given a solution to it.
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Figure 111-4
Informal References for Problem 1
Meta~lurgy and
Mateils
and
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Figure 111-5
Informal Referencis for Problem 2
Metalkirgy and
Naterials
and
Architecture
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Figure 111-6
Informal References for Problem 3
Chemital Eng
Build4Ag 12
Civil Eng.
Building 48
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Figure 111-7
Informal References for Problem 4
Building 36
(shaded are
-P5
Eng.
N
Mechanital Eng.
0
N
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Figure 111-8
Informal References for Problem 5
3 I ntion and
I vation Courses'
5M
42-.
Bu in 36
uilding
Lab.
gineering
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CHAPTER IV
AML13OF THEALA
A.- EXAMINATION OF PRECISIONS
t.- EXAlnation of Precisiono
In the introduction two objectives for the thesis
were mentioned. The first one was to compare the precision
of two MIT publications when used as Expertise Registers. The
two publications are the Descriptions of Subjects and the
Directory of Current Research.
In Chapter II precision of a Register for a given
problem was defined as the ratio of the number of references
from the Register who had information, to the total number of
references from the Register. To facilitate this discussion
we shall formalize that definition.
For a given problem, p, each Expertise Register, r,
can be used to select a number R(pr) of references. Those
references may or may not have information for the problem.
Let H(pr) be the number of persons who were selected for
problem p by Register r and had information for the problem.
The precision of Register r for problem p is defined as
P(pr) = H(pr) / R(p,r) (I)
In terms of the data collection procedure R(pr)
persons were selected for problem p using register r and
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received Form Q-2 containing problem p. The values for R(pr)
for five problems (p=1,2,3,4,5) and two Registers (r=1,2) are
shown in table IV-i. They were extracted from Tables 111-2
and 111-3.
The values for H(pr) are needed to compute P(pr).
Those values were not obtained because not all the persons
who received Form Q-2 answered. What was obtained instead was
H*(p,r), the number of persons that had information and
responded. The number of persons that did not respond,
R"(pr) is also known. Table IV-i shows the H*(p,r) and the
R"(p,r). Those values were also shown in Table 111-3.
Since no exact information about H(pr) was
obtained P(pr) cannot be exactly computed. Nevertheless, the
data obtained provides valuable information about P(pr).
a) Upper and lower bounds for precision.
First let us consider the traction
P*(pr) = H*(pr) / R(pr) (II)
We know that H*(pr) < H(pr), i.e., the number of persons
who had information and responded is less than or equal to
the total number of persons who had Information. Therefore,
P*(pr) < P(pr), that is, P*(pr) is a lower bound for
P(pr). The values obtained as lower bounds are shown in
Table IV-2. The averages are .326 for the DS and .206 for the
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TABLE IV - 1
Responses to Form Q
p H' (p,1) R(p,1) R"(p,1)
1
2
3
4
5
3
3
9
1
8
7
13
18
9
22
1
7
7
4
10
H' (p,2) R(p,2) R"(p,2)
0
2
3
0
1
2
6
8
3
3
0
3
5
1
1
TABLE IV - 2
Upper and Lower Bounds for the Precision of the Two Registers
p P'(p,1) R"(p,1)/R(p,2) P"(p,1) P'(p,2) R"(p,1)/R(p,2)
1 .43 .14 .57 0 0 0
2 .23 .54 .77 .33 .50 .83
3 .50 .39 .89 .37 .65 1.00
4 .11 .44 .55 0 .33 .33
5 .36 .45 .81 .33 .33 .66
Av. .326 .392
- 2
P" (p ,2)
.358 .564.718 .206
OCR. A tPtest was perfeoreod to exemIne the significance of
the d&t torent* between these two values. The t-value
ebtemed* 1.ea7 does not peret us te say that the
difforence Is signiftcent. i1)
This leer bound P*4pr is the precision of the
Registes we would obtain if none of the non-resondents had
inferestion. Let ws see how the non-respondents effect our
CemWeIseren. Consider
xterp-ortter Nlpe) r p *
Retser)
This Is the fraction of nen-respondents who had
inforeit ien (oesg these chosen f or problem p through
Register ro Clearty, xtprtI say take values between 0 end I.)
Then we can write
Mt por t l g per) + x s,rb.R(per) (III)
Substitutimn It end III into I we obtain
P(wprl a PW*,een + uiperI.Rs(p,ri/Rtper (IV)
This Indicates that the wocision in which we are
interested Is equa to its lower bound times a frection of
411 Is Aspendix Hit the use of the t-test to examine the
di t rOneeS betWeen presiefiAs of two di9 ferent referral
ebet4,16- is eug*tado as et 0 as the sie#v of conf idence
Ghoe. Tet exptwwtlon holds good for the rest of the
eeperkenes in this section. For this analysis, the critical
t-voluo used is 6.gaS. For differences to be significant,
their t-values maust exceed the critical t-velue.
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the non-respondents. We know all the values in the right hand
side except x(per). Clearly, an upper bound for P(pr) is
obtained if all the non-respondents had information , i.e.,
when x(pr) = 1. Let this upper bound be P"(pr). The values
for the average upper bounds for both Registers are 0.718 and
0.564 (see Table IV-2). Although the difference is 0.154, the
t-value of, 1.275, obtained for this comparison does not
allow us to say that the difference is significant.
b) Comparisons under some assumptions about
non-respondents.
Since we do not know the values of the x(pr), we
shall examine the differences in precision between the two
Registers under x(pr); different assumptions about this
fraction of non-respondents who had information for the
problems for which they were selected. The purpose of this
examination is to see whether under some reasonable
assumptions the differences would vary significantly. Since
we do not have complete information, these analyses should
not be seen as conclusive. They only attempt to see if new
insights can be obtained from the data which has been
gathered.
Let us examine the differences in precision between
the two Registers assuming that the fraction of
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non-respondents who have information, i.e., x(pr), is equal
to the fraction of respondents who have information. In
other words, we are assuming that the fraction of all the
references who have information is the same as the fraction
of respondents who have information. In examining the
differences in precision under this assumption, we are
examining whether the fraction of respondents who have
Information varies significantly depending on the Register
used to select them.
Table IV-3 shows the values for H"(pr) / R'(p,r)
where R*(pr) is the number of persons that responded, i.e.,
R*(p,r) = R(pr) - R"(p,r). The averages are .536 and .432
for the OS and the OSR respectively. Again, the difference
between the two averages cannot be proven to be significant
with the data available; the t-value obtained is 0.85.
Finally, to examine the difference in precision
between the two Regsters, t-values were computed for a range
of values of x(pr). For this analysis, it was assumed that
x(p) = x(p,1) = x(p,2). This would mean that for a given
problem the fraction of non-respondents who have information
would not be affected by the Register used to select the
references. The reasons supporting this assumption are
- the Registers act upon the same population and
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TABLE IV - 3
Precisions within the groups of respondents
H' (p,1)/R'(p,1) H'(p,2)/R'(p,2)
.5 0
.5 .66
.82 1
.20 0
.66 50
Averages .536 .432
TABLE IV - 4
Data for the analysis under assumptions about non-respondents
p P'(p,1) P'(p, 2) a(p) R"(p,l)/R(p,1) R"(p,2)/R(p,2) b(p)
.43
.23
.50
.11
0 .43
.33 -. 10
.37 .13
0 .11
0.14
.54
.39
.44
.14
.04.50
.63
.33
-. 24
.11
5 .36 .33
1
2
3
4
.03 .45 .33 .12
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for a given problem all the references were exposed to the
same stimuli, i.e., the same Form Q-2 and the same problem.
The references were not told what mechanism was used to
select them.
- as shown above, the fraction of respondents who
have information is not significantly affected by the
Register used to select references.
We will examine the differences
d(p) = P(p,l) - P(p,2) (V)
Under the assumption x(p) = x(p,1) = x(p,2) and
from equation IV, equation V becomes
d(p) = a(p) + b(p).x(p) (VI)
where
a(p) = P*(p,1) - P*(p,2)
b(p) = R"(p,1)/R(pi) - R"(p,2)/R(p,2)
Table IV-4 shows the values used to obtain a(p) and
b(p) as well as those values themselves.
Since the x(p) are not known, the t-tests were
performed for a range of values of x(D). In other words, the
sensitivity of the t-values to changes in the x(p)*s was
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examined. This was done in two different ways.
(1) 50 sets of random values of x(p) between o and
1 (p*1,2,3,4,5), were used to obtain 50 t-values. The
largest t-value obtained was 1.758. All the t-values
obtained are considerably lower than the critical t-value of
4.032.
(11) 243 t-values were computed, using x(p) values
of 0, 0.5 and i for each p. These numbers were chosen to
probe the effect of extreme combinations of values of x(p) on
the t-values. The t-values were computed for all combinations
of these three values of x(p) for the five problems p. The
243 t-values fell in the range of 0.732 - 2.206. The values
of x(p) for which these two t-values were obtained are shown
in Table IV-5.
Both the procedures used to examine the sensitivity
of the t-test to changes of the x(p) values indicate that
even if the values x(p) varied greatly from problem to
problem, the critical t-value would not be exceeded with the
data we have.
c) Conclusions.
Estimates for upper and lower bounds for precision
were obtained for both Registers. These bounds were found not
to be significantly different from Register to Register. We
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TABLE IV - 5
Values of x(p) that yield the highest and lowest t-values found
k x(k,1) x(k,2) x(k,3) x(k,4) x(k,5) t(k)
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.732
2 0 1 0 1 1 2.206
Two Registers
TABLE IV - 7
Upper and lower bounds for precisions
p P'(pl) R"(p,1)/R(pl)
Secondary References
P" (p,1) P'(p,2) R"(p,2)/R(p,2) P"(p,2)
1 .22 .07 .29 .44 .33 .77
2 .28 .52 .80 .44 .50 .94
3 .43 .51 .94 .25 .67 .92
4 .11 .38 .49 .50 .50 1
5 .35 .39 .74 .50 0 .50
.625 .426 .826AV. . 278
may therefore use the average of the upper bound for the
precision in both Registers. Similarly, we can obtain an
estimate for the lower bound of both Registers. The average
upper and lower bounds are 0.641 and 0.266 respectively. A
narrower range could be obtained with the same methodology
used in this study, if non-responses are examined.
The different tests performed could not prove that
the precisions of the two Registers used in the study are
significantly different. Nevertheless, it must be noted that
this examination was made under certain assumptions about
non-respondents and it only included data from five problems.
More conclusive results may be obtained after analyzing more
problems and examining the reasons for non-response.
Furthermore, the results of the tests must be observed in the
light of the conditions under which the data was obtained.
As explained in Chapter III, the election of
references was not done strictly through the Registers; the
author screened the references obtained from the Registers to
select those more likely to have information. So, what we
actually compared were the precisions of the two Registers
when their references were screened (by the author).
On the one hand, that may have contributed to the
reduction of the differences between the two Registers. On
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the other hand, this selection procedure may give a more
realistic representation of what precision a real user of the
Register would obtain. Any user would have screened the
references himself to select those most likely to have
information.
2.- n -s__XnertIse Remister
To be consistent with the terminology used in
Section 1, we refer to the two Registers together as
mechanism I, (r=1), and the persons who provide secondary
references as mechanism 2 (r=2). We define P(pj) as the
average of the precisions of the two Registers for problem p
and P(p2) as the average of the precisions of the persons
who provide secondary references for problem p. Those persons
constitute mechanism 2. These definitions permit us to use
the methodology used in Section 1.
P*(p,1) here is the average of the corresponding
values for mechanism i (the two Registers), columns 1 and 2
of Table IV-4. Slallarly, R"(p,1)/R(p,1) is the average of
columns 4 and 5 of Table IV-4.
Table IV-6 shows the results for the case of
mechanism 2 (the secondary references). They have been
extracted from Figures 4 thru 8 in Chapter III. Only the
persons originally selected thru the Registers are included.
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The averages of the h*/r are the P'(p,2) values and the
averages of the r"/r for problem p are the R"(p,2)/R(p,2)
values. All these averages are shown in Table IV-7, along
with the averages for the Registers.
a) Upper and lower bounds for precisLonst
In Table IV-7, the averages of the P*(p,1) and the
P'(p,2) represent the lower bounds for the precisions of the
two mechanisms, I and 2, respectively. The values are 0.278
and 0.426. Although the difference is not smali, the data we
have does not permit us to say that the difference is
statistically significant. The t-value in this case is 1.601.
Simllarly, the averages of the P"(p,1) and the
P"(p,2) in Table IV-? are the average upper bounds for the
precisions of the two mechanisms, 1 and 2, respectively. The
averages are 0.626 and 0.826. Again, the difference is not
small, but the t-value of 1.265 indicates that we cannot say
that the difference is statistically significant.
b) Comparisons under different assumptions about
non-respondents.
As we did when comparing the two Registers, let us
examine the differences in precision between the two
mechanisms assuming that the fraction of non-respondents who
have information is equal to the fraction of respondents who
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(symbols
a) Problem p = 1
s h'
TABLE IV - 6
Data on secondary references
are explained at end of tables)
r r" h'/r r"/r h'/r'
3 0 1 1 0 1 0
8 2 3 0 .66 0 .66
16 0 1 1 0 1 -
17 2 2 0 1 0 1
19 1 2 0 .5 0 .5
21 1 2 0 .5 0 .5
Averages = .44 .33 .53
b) p = 2
s h' r r" h'/r h"/r h'/r'
3 0 1 1 0 1 -
4 1 1 0 1 0 1
8 1 4 2 .25 .50 .5
17 1 2 1 .50 .50 .5
.44 .5 .83Averages =
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TABLE IV - 6 (cont.)
c) p = 3
r r" h'/r r"/r h'/r'
Averages =
0
.5
.25
0
0
0
1
.16
0
.25
1
.5
.75
.5
1
1
0
.33
1
.67
.5
1
0
1
.25
.5
d) p = 4
s h' r r" h'/r h"/r h'/r'
2 1 2 1 .5 .5 .5
4 1 1 0 1 0 1
11 0 1 1 0 1 -
Averages = .5 .5 .75
S
1
3
5
7
14
17
18
20
23
h'
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
.5
0
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TABLE IV - 6 (cont.)
e) p = 5
s h' r r" h'/r h"/r h'/r'
6 1 2 0 .5 0 .5
12 1 1 0 1 0 1
32 0 1 0 0 0 0
Averages = .5 0 .5
s = source of reference
h' = references given by source that answered and had information
r = references given by source that received form Q-2
r' = respondents t-o form Q-2 = r - r"
r" = non-respondents to form Q-2
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have information. By doing this, we are examining whether the
fraction of respondents who have information is affected by
the mechanism used to select them.
Table IV-8 presents the numbers being compared. The
averages of the H4(pr)/R*(pr) are 0.554 and 0.622 for the
mechanisms I and 2 respectively. The difference is 0.068 and
the t-value obtained is 0.119. The difference is, clearly,
not statistically significant.
Finally, we shall examine the difference in
precisions between the mechanisms for a range of values of
x(pr); the fraction of non-respondents who have information.
This analysis is done in a similar fashion as was done for
the comparison of
corresponding to a(
Table IV-9 along with
values.
Since the
performed for a range
sensitivity of the
examined; firstly, 50
and 1 (p = 1,2,3,4,5)
The largest
Expertise Registers. The values
p) and b(p) in equation VI are given in
the quantities used to compute those
x(p) are not known, the t-tests were
of values of x(p). In other words, the
t-test to changes in the x(p)*s was
sets of random values of x(p) between 0
were used to obtain 50 t-values.
t-value obtained in this examination
All the values obtained are considerably lowerwas 2.445.
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TABLE IV - 8
Precisions within groups of Respondents
Two Registers Secondary References
p H'(p,l)/R'(p,l) H'(p,2)/R'(p,2)
1 .5 .53
2 .58 .83
3 .71 .5
4 .20 .75
5 .58 .5
Averages .554 .622
Data for
p P'(p,l)
TABLE IV - 9
the analysis under assumptions about non-respondents
P'(p,2) a(p) R"(p,1)/R(p,1) R"(p,2)/R(p,2) b(p)
1 .22 .44 -.22 .07 .33 -.26
2 .28 .44 -.16 .52 .50 .02
3 .43 .25 .18 .51 .67 -.16
4 .11 .50 -.39 .38 .50 -.12
5 .35 .50 -.15 .39 0 .39
TABLE IV - 10
Values of x(p) that yield highest and lowest t-values found
k x(k,l) x(k,2) x(k,3) x(k,4) x(k,5) t(k)
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.581
2 .5 1 1 0 0 2.844
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than the critical t-value of 4.032.
The 243 t-values obtained for all combinations of
three values of x(p), (0, 0.5 and 1), falI in the range
2.844-0.581. All the values are considerably below the
critical t-value of 4.032. The values of x(p) for which
these two t-values were obtained are shown in Table IV-10.
Both the procedures used to examine the sensitivity
of the t-test to changes in the x(p) values indicate that the
data obtained does not support rejecting the null hypothesis
that the precision of the two Registers studied is not
significantly different from the precision of the secondary
references.
All the tests described above indicate that the
difference in precision between the Expertise Registers and
secondary references is not significant. This result is
rather surprising; one might expect that people would provide
more precise references than Registers. The result is even
more surprising when one considers the fact that secondary
references were obtained from persons selected by the
Registers as sources of information for that problem because
the problem was in tnelr field of expertise. These persons
should be better Informed about experts in their fields than
the average person. Therefore, one may expect references from
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the average person to be even less precise.
This result is interesting but it should be
confirmed by the examination of more problems; that
examination could be done using the methodology developed in
this thesis, but the reasons for non-response should be
examined closely.
One explanation for this result may be the "passing
the buck" effect. Some persons may give names of other people
just to get seekers of their backs. A complementary
explanation may be that Subject Descriptions and the
Directory of Current Research are good Expertise Registers
when their references are screened by the user. In this
study, the references from the Registers were screened by the
author. Under those conditions the Registers can compete with
people as sources of references.
8.- NEW PERSONAL REFERRAL MECHANISMS.
The purpose of the mechanisms discussed heretofore
- Expertise Registers and Secondary References - is to
provide names of persons who have information for the
seekers* information problems. This was underlined in the
previous section when we made comparisons between the
different mechanisms - the measure used to make the
comparisons was the percentage of the references found
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through each mechanism who had information for the problem
for which they were selected.
It is important to note, though, that seekers need
to find people who not just have information for the seekers*
problems but who will help solve them. This need was
underlined in Chapter III, section 8-5. In other words, what
seekers* need is to find people who have information for the
seekers* problem and are "available" to provide it.
Three elements seem to be critical in determining
"availability". In order to be available a person should
- have the time to help the seeker
- be interested in the seekers* problem
- be willing to help the seeker (some agreement
with the seeker on compensation terms may be needed for
this.)
The investigation procedure described in Chapter
III served to identify two mechanisms that take availability
into considerations Questionnaires and Bulletin Boards. The
study also gave some insights into interpersonal
relationships within an organization; those insights suggest
another mechanism for personal referral. These three
mechanisms are described below.
In addition, a fourth mechanism, Availability
Registers, was examined. These mechanism is intended to
obtain from persons their conditions for availability. An
Availability Register was succesfully developed to be used by
the MIT-Alternative Energy Interest Group. That experience
is discussed below.
1 . - gyis t i on aLj~.a~
Although originally designed as a questionnaire to
gather data for the study, Form Q-2 suggested a very
promising mechanism for Personal Referral. This mechanism
would operate as follows: the seeker's problem would be
entered in a questionnaire and sent to persons who may or may
not have information for the problem. The questionnaire would
ask each one of those persons whether he has information for
the problem. The seeker would obtain the names of the
respondents to the questionnaire who said they had
Information for the seeker's problem.
a) Response.
This mechanism was tested successfully in the
investigation. Out of 94 questionnaires sent 45 were
answered. As much as 80% of the responses were received
during the first week after the questionnaire was sent. 28
out of the 45 respondents said they had information for at
least one of the problems they received (some persons were
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sent two problems and others were sent one - See Table
III-I).
From the experience in the study, around 50%
response could be expected when using this mechanism for
personal referral. It must be noted, though, that this
relatively high response may have been favourably influenced
by the fact that the questionnaire was part of a research
project at MIT and was endorsed by a well known and respected
member of the MIT faculty. (See Figures 3A and 38 in the
Appendix). This suggests that in order to obtain similar
response when using a questionnaire as a standard personal
referral mechanism, it is advisable to have the operation
endorsed, at least in its initial stages, by a prominent MIT
person.
It must also be noted that while some persons
reacted very enthusiastically to Form Q-2, others had very
negative reactions to the questionnaire. In particular,
during the investigation a professor complained bitterly
about the use of Form Q-2. This suggests that at least the
first time they receive questionnaires, persons should be
told individually, either in person or by telephone, the
purpose of the questionnaire. Then they should be asked
whether they would object to receiving it. That would allow
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to screen out tiose persons who do not wish to receive
questionnaires and, therefore, diminish the risk of negative
reactions to those forms.
The fraction of respondents who have information
for a problem posed to them through the questionnaire would
depend on the problem and on the way in which persons were
selected to receive the questionnaire. In the investigation
persons were selected through different mechanisms for the
five problems studied. As a result, values of percentage of
response and the fraction of respondents who had Information
for the problems for which they were selected were obtained.
These values are presented in the previous section (TV-A) and
may serve to illustrate the results that may be expected when
using questionnaires for personal referral.
b) Use of questionnaires for determining
availability.
An important aspect of the use of questionnaires
for personal referral is that they allow to include the
"availability" aspect when finding sources of information for
a problem. In the questionnaire, persons may be asked not
only whether they have information for a problem but also
whether they have time to help, are interested and are
willing to help a particular seeker under particular
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conditions. This may be accomplished by adding a few suitable
questions to a questionnaire such as Form Q-2. For example,
the questionnaire may include questions such as "do you have
time to help solve this problem?" Answers to those questions
would provide the seeker with precisely what he needs; names
of persons who will try and help solve his information
problem.
c) Cost benefit trade-offs
It clearly follows from the above discussion that
questionnaires may be of great help to information seekers as
personal referral tools. They can save the seeker the time to
find out whether a particular person has information and is
available and may permit the seeker to reach more people than
he would be capable of otherwise. But questionnaires are
costly in the sense that it demands time from the persons
asked to fill them. Therefore, there is a trade-off between
the time saved by the seeker and the time spent by
respondents.
This trade-off should be considered when deciding
the number of questionnaires to be sent for a given problem.
Experience in using the mechanism should enable the
development of rules of thumb in this respect. One rule of
thumb may be, for example, the following: First ask the
seeker how many persons he wants to contact. That will be an
indication of how important the problem is to the seeker.
Then select a number of persons equal to the number the
seeker would contact and send them a questionnaire. (Unless
the number is too large or is not justified by the imoortance
of the problem).
The reasoning behind this rule is based on the
premise that it takes less time to answer a one page
questionnaire such as Form Q-2 than to attend a request from
the seeker in person. Since the problem has to be written in
order to be entered in the questionnaire, the seeker is
forced to phrase it clearly in a few words. If the premise is
accepted then this rule of thumb should save time for
everyone. The seeker would not need to spend time contacting
people to find out whether they would help. The persons
receiving the questionnaire, who were going to be contacted
by the seeker anyway, would spend less time responding to the
questionnaire than receiving the seeker's request directly
from the seeker.
d) Other implementation considerations.
Three other aspects about the use of questionnaires are
worth mentioning. Firstly, how often should questionnaires be
sent to the same person before becoming bothersome. Some
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feedback mechanism may be developed to permit the respondents
to the questionnaires to indicate whether the mechanisms are
becoming bothersome. Perhaps a short question could be
included in the questionnaire to allow for this feedback.
Secondly, the importance of the problem must be
considered before deciding on sending a questionnaire for
that problem. The effort of persons receiving questionnaires
should be reserved for problems worth that effort. The
participation of potential sources of information through
this mechanism might be threatened if the *prestige* of the
operation is lost due to trivial problems.
Thirdly, the statement of the problem to be
included in the questionnaire should be as clear, concise and
unambiguous as possible, to indicate the seeker's level of
knowledge. The experience in this investigation indicates
that preparing a good statement is not simple and despite the
efforts made, some respondents complained about the lack of
clarity.
e) Potentials for fact-retrieval.
To conclude our discussion on questionnaires, the
potential of this mechanism for fact retrieval must be
underlined. In the investigation respondents to Form Q-2 gave
interesting ideas and suggestions to solve the different
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problems they were presented even though the respondents were
only asked to give comments. One of the respondents even
wrote a letter explaining in detail a solution to a problem
and the reasoning behind it.
2. - Uita-aullaJtn..rnAs.
The study tested this mechanism Indirectly. One
hundred notices were placed in bulletin boards in different
MIT buildings, to call the attention of people with
information needs whose problems could be used in the study.
Out of 15 respondents, 12 had information needs, but 3 were
simply interested in the study and had useful Information to
give. No other mechanism, short of a newspaper article or ad,
would have led to contacting those 3 persons.
It must be noted that bulletin boards appeal to
certain kind of people. The respondents to the notice were
young persons, most of them students. This should be taken
into account when using this mechanism.
Another aspect to consider is that it demands some
time and effort to place the notices in the bulletin boards.
This suggests concentrating in a few boards or even only one
bulletin board where notices of problems may be placed.
3.- Infor-aL Newtworks ad Pools.
The experimental procedure provided a way to
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examine informal communications networks. Figures 111-4 and
111-5 show the results obtained for the five problems
analyzed.
In those Figures the nodes of the network represent
people and the arrows indicate references. For example, in
Figure 111-6, participant No.3 provided the names of
particloants No.1 and No.27 as references.
a) Characteristics of Pools:
Eggig of information sources were noticed when the
networks were drawn. These pools are enclosed in the shaded
areas in Figures 111-4 thru 111-8. From the observation of
the drawings for the five problems studied , the following
were found to be typical characteristics of oools.
I) All the members of the pool are linked by
references.
11) No references go out of the pool, although some
may go in.
iii) Pools always contain one or more persons who
have information for the problem.
Inferences about pools were made only when at least
two persons within the pool provided references.
b) Reasons for the existence of Poolst
What makes a pool? Seven pools were identifled. In
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three of them, the department of affiliation appears as the
binding force. With a few exceptions, all the members of the
pool belong to the department, and no member of the
department included in the study is outside the pool.
In two instances, the binding force Is the
building, which, in those instances, is a stronger force than
the departmental affiliation. Neither the department nor the
building were binding forces for the other two pools
identified.
The reasons for not referring outside a pool may be
one of the following:
- people in different departments or buildings do
not know each other's capabilities.
- There is "group chauvinism", i.e., the feeling
that "the persons in my group are the best". People may think
that pointing to persons in other groups means admitting
their own group is not good enough.
- People give references to friends and friends are
located usually in the same department or ouilding.
c) Uses of Pools#
Some observations about pools may be very helful
for personal referral. For example:
1) knowledge of pools can be used to prepare 2nols
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&12i1.tIg.. Since there should be less pools than
Individuals, these Registers may be easier to use than
Expertise Registers.
11) When it is important to maximize the probability
of finding at least one person to help in a given problem,
knowledge of pools may help to spread efforts among different
pools. In this manner less people are likely to be left out.
III) After learning about pools, persons in a given
field may get in touch with persons in other pools who belong
to the same field. These pools may not have been seen (or
admitted) earlier due to "departmental" or "building" binds.
(1)
iv) When a person points to people outside his
department or billding, that may indicate that there is no
"pool" of people knowledgeable in the field where the problem
falls, in that department or building.
4. Aval LAability IRealstars.
These Registers contain information about the
conditions under which experts would help information seekers
solve problems in the experts* areas of expertise. They are
Intended to complement Expertise Registers; Availability
Registers would serve to indicate whether a person who is
(1) Chapter III contains more information about pools.
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found through an Expertise Register as a potential source of
information for a given problem is willing to help the
seeker.
In this section, we discuss briefly the experience
obtained in the development of an Availability Register. The
purpose of this presentation is to illustrate the concept of
Availability Registers and show that such Registers can be
successfully implemented.
An Availability Register was developed as part of
the effort made to form the Alternative Energy Interest Group
(AEIG) at MIT. One of the objectives of that group is to
build an inventory of human resources at MIT, knowledgeable
and interested in alternative energies. The persons included
in the inventory become members of the group.
A questionnaire, Form Q-4 (See Figure 5 in Appendix
I) was prepared to gather information from persons
knowledgeable and interested in alternative energies. The
first three questions are intended to gather information
about the person*s knowledge and interests; that would
produce an Expertise Register for the AEIG. Question 4 Is
intended to gather availability information; that would
produce an Availability Register.
People learnt about the AEIG in different ways. One
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of the means used to find persons willing to participate in
the group was to send Form Q-4, accompanied by a letter
introducing the AEIG, to a random sample of MIT facul ty
members. The random sample was obtained from the personnel
department. The total number of forms sent was 100. 9
Questionnaires were filled and returned within two weeks
after they were sent.
The responses of interest here are the ones for
question 4 on Form Q-4. Those responses are shown In Table
IV-11. In that table the numbers in each box indicate the
number of respondents who checked that box. Some respondents
checked boxes in only one or two columns; that is why some
columns do not add to nine.
For the purpose of personal referral in the area of
alternative energy, these results are very encouraging. The
random sample of 100 represents, roughly, JOX of the MIT
faculty. Therefore, the figures in Table IV-1i could be
extrapolated to the entire population by multiplying them by
ten. That would mean, for example, that 90 faculty members at
MIT would be willing to help Individuals at MIT to solve
problems concerning alternative energy and the faculty's area
of expertise. 70 members of the faculty would permit AEIG to
refer Individuals directly to them, 10 would prefer AEIG to
TABLE IV-1I
Responses to question 4, Form Q- 4
4) Are you willing to help individuals with information problems concerning alternative energy
and your own area of expertise? (Note: Your answers to this question will enable the office to
help screen unwanted interruptions of your time)
( check one or more rows for each column )
a 0 0
7 z- 2 Yes, they can contact me directly.
3 0 Yes, but the Office should contact me before referring them.
/ z 2 Yes, and I would probably expect some form of compensation from them.
0 / No, I think existing means for them to reach me are adequate.
Other
Other
Other
"14 -r L_& I " 0(' Xt n -kAj i" E -1 (.
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consult them before referring and only JO may expect
compensation from the group.
Another interesting point to note is the
distinction made between helping people at MIT and helping
non-MIT persons. Faculty members may impose more conditions
for helping persons outside MIT, particularly if those
persons do not come from other universities.
A more detailed analysis of this could be made but
the data was obtained rather late in the research and this
prevents such exercise. Nevertheless, this experience serves
to illustrate two Important points. Firstly, Availability
Registers can be developed, persons are willing to express
their conditions for participating in personal referrals.
Availability Registers can be used to complement Expertise
Registers; the two Registers together may be used to point to
knowledgeable persons who are willing to help.
Secondly, in building an Availability Register, the
number of persons who would be willing to help persons with
information problems can be determined. In the case of AEIG,
this may help the group to know the resources it can count
on; what it can offer different seekers.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The experiences faced throughout the research,
which have been presented above, provide a basis to identify
the main elements of Personal Referral Mechanisms and lay out
a terminology which this area of research lacks.
The concepts and terminology presented in the next
section permit an integrated view of the Personal Referral
problem. Whereas initially that problem was seen as the
problem of Expertise Registers, this new view takes Expertise
Registers as one of the mechanisms that can be used for
personal referral and opens the way to various other Personal
Referral Mechanisms.
After discussing concepts and terminology, section
2 Is devoted to examples of Personal Referral Mechanisms.
This should serve to Illustrate the concepts and terminology.
The different Personal Referral Mechanisms found
can be put together into an organized facility. Some
practical considerations for that implementation are
discussed in section 3. Finally, section 4 is devoted to
recommendations for further research.
1- PersonalReferal ConceDis ad. erminotogy.
We shall call a Pesonal Referral.Mechanism any
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facility that may direct persons with information needs to
others who will contribute with Part or all of that
information. This definition and the discussion below can be
applied to any group of people and for very general problems.
The emphasis here is in finding people in an organization to
contribute information for scientific or technical problems.
In the context of this study, Personal Referral
Mechanisms are aimed at helping Seekers of scientific or
technical information. The term Seeker will be used here to
define a person who has a problem in his current work for
whose solution he needs scientific or technical information
which he thinks could best be obtained by talking to people.
The persons who provide part or all the information
needed by a Seeker will be called Sagegg of Information. As
we saw in section 8 of Chapter IV, in order to be a Source, a
person must talg information for the problem and must
agYAgli1igt to provide it.
In an' organization there may be persons who are
both "avallable" and "have the information" for a given
problem but have not been contacted by the Seeker. Such
persons will be referred to as Eentgeagg They become
Sources when Seekers receive information from them.
The goal of Personal Referral Mechanisms is to he Io
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Seekers to find Potential Sources. The product of these
mechanisms are Cii.i~.ar to people. References can be of two
kindst formal and informal, depending on the type of
mechanism used.
We shall call InformalReferences those provided by
people. It is well known, and was confirmed in this study,
that people in organizations form InformaL g..twor.il In the
Networks people may act as NatMork Links, that is, they may
point to each other in the Network as Sources of Information.
Those Links constitute Informal Referral Mechanisms and their
References will be referred to as Informal References.
References from all other (not Informal) Personal Referral
Mechanisms will be called ErMal References.
As explained in the section on Informal Networks
and Pools, people with expertise in a certain area tend to
form groups or clusters. These Eoil of individuals form
Informal Networks in themselves that tend to be disconnected
from each other.
Often, References obtained through one Mechanism
may become Sources of References themselves. The latter
References will be referred to as Secondary.References and
the former EtiaaC-rti rS-
EKartlaggg Le are documents that serve as
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Indicators of what information people have. A parallel to
Expertise Registers are documents that serve to indicate
persons* Availability. These will be called
&MAiaI IItiil &-akmista. Question 4 of Form Q-4 (see Figure 5,
Appendix I),llustrates the information these Registers may
contain.
Personal Referral Mechanisms are a
solving. For a given problem, the function
Referral Mechanism is to find persons who will
a) "' Have Information" for the probl
b) be "Available" to provide it
time, be interested and be willing to help.
The operation of Personal Referral
ids for problem
of a Personal
em
, that is, have
Mechanisms is
illustrated in
The
organization.
the figure above.
square represents the persons
Circle A represents persons
in an
who have
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Information for a special problem. Circle 8 represents those
who are available for the specific problem and Seeker and
Circle C, those found through the use of a Personal Referral
Mechanism for the problem In question.
Precision of a Personal Referral Mechanism for a
problem can easily be defined from the illustration as
Number of persons in Anf8 r\C
Number of Persons in C
Some Personal Referral Mechanisms provide
References by URgingAlina which persons have Information and
are available for a given problem. To do this, these
Mechanisms process some information about people like, for
example, which courses those persons teach, what research
they are doing, etc. Other Mechanisms reach out to ask
persons whether they have information and are available for a
given problem. To do this, these mechanisms present the
problem to different persons and ask them whether they have
information and are available.
Finally, a Personal RefeLra.Sys.e is an organized
facility set up for Personal Referral. It may take the form
of an office that uses different Personal Referral Mechanisms
to aid Seekers or it may be a computerized system that allows
Seekers to use various Mechanisms.
2*- Exaalaa-2f F.armanal-e -t&Mban sms .
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a) Predictive Mechanisms.
1) The Directory of Current Research
This publication was used as a Personal Referral
Mechanism in the study. A Seeker with an information problem
may obtain references to knowledgeable people through this
directory. It can also be used in a Personal Referral System.
The Industrial Liaison Office uses it to provide formal
references to people at MIT as a service to the corporations
affiliated to the MIT Industrial Liaison Program.
It should be noted that this publication does not
help to determine the availability of the references it may
provide. An individual Seeker should be aware of this. As
part of its functions the Industrial Liaison Office acts a
Personal Referral System; it uses the Directory of Current
Research as a tool to find knowledgeable people. ILO deals
with the availability issue by asking the Potential Source
directly, usually through the telephone, before providing
references.
11) Informal References
A second example is to consider people as Personal
Referral Mechanisms. This is illustrated in Figures 111-4
thru 111-8 where Informal Networks are shown for a sample
problem. The nodes represent people, Network Links, and the
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arrows represent the direction of references. Each one of the
Network Links from which arrows depart represents a person
who provided references, that is, a person that acted as a
Personal Referral Mechanism.
111) Form Q-4
Form Q-4, shown in the Appendix was designed to
gather information to construct both Expertise and
Availability Registers. This form is being used by the
recently formed MIT Alternative Energy Interest Group. The
first three questions are intended to collect information
about the knowledge of the respondents, that is, about what
information they have. Question 4 is aimed at finding out
under what conditions would respondents be willing to help
Seekers. With that information, the information office of the
Alternative Energy Interest Group should be able to provide
references to persons that have information for a soecific
problem and are willing to help.
b) Mechanisms that Reach Out.
1) Form Q-2
Form Q-2 IlIlustrates another Personal Referral
Mechanism. In its present design, shown In Figure 4 in
Appendix I, it serves to find people who had information for
the problems studied. With a few modifications e.g. the
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addition of questions such as "do you have time to help with
this problem", it could be used to determine the availability
of Potential Sources.
Ii) Bulletin Boards.
Bulletin boards can also be used as Reach Out
Mechanisms. Persons would be exposed to specific problems and
asked to respond if they had information and are available.
3.- Implications for Computerized Personal Referral.
a) Computerized Expertise Registers.
A computerized Personal Referral System was thought
of originally as a Computerized Expertise Re
similarities between Expertise Registers
Catalogues are very clear and for that reason it
that Expertise Registers could be computerized
way as Library Catalogues are being computerized.
The study served to point to some
Expertise Registers that should be taken into
using those Registers as Personal Referral Mechan
Firstly, an Expertise Register built on
of existing information such as the Description
and Research can be used successfully to find k
gister. The
and Library
was thought
in the same
aspects of
account when
is fps.
the basis
of Subjects
nowledgeable
people for specific problems. That was the case in the five
problems studied.
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The study tested a novel methodology to measure the
precisions of Referral Mechanisms. It was used to examine
existing Expertise Registers at MIT. It provided the
preliminary estimates of upper and lower bounds for the
precision that can be obtained from those Registers. The
figure below shows the limits obtained for both Registers.
More narrow measurements of the precisions can be obtained
following the same methodology more thoroughly, i.e.,
examining the reasons for non-response, examining more
P Ai 6 *) ** I
problems, etc.
Secondly, it is very difficult and time-consuming
to use, for Personal Referral, an Expertise Register that
does not have an Index. A computer would be very helpful to
construct a complete index from expertise descriptions.
Searches of that index would also be facilitated by a
computer.
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Lastly, Expertise Registers fail to consider the
Availability issues mentioned earlier. Expertise Registers
point to persons that may have information but those
Registers do not help to know whether such persons have the
time, are interested and are willing to help solve a specific
problem.
b) New Personal Referral Mechanisms.
The study served to identify other mechanisms for
Personal Referral. It was shown above how those new
Mechanisms could complement Expertise Registers either by
providing availability information or by reaching out. Some
of those mechanisms could be included in a Computerized
Personal Referral System.
In Appendix II, a Computerized Personal Referral
System is outlined. This system would give its users access
to four Personal Referral Mechanisast an Expertise Register,
Availability Registers, Selectively Disseminated
Questionnaires and Announcements. The latter would play a
role similar to that of bulletin boards.
Although some novel concepts are introduced In the
design of the Personal Referral System outlined in the
Appendix, its implementation would only require the
application of known software techniques.
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c) Considerations for implementation at MIT
The Alternative Energy Interest Group provides an
interesting environment for setting up a Personal Referral
System. A prototype version of the system outlined in
Appendix II could be used.
AEIG already has information from 28 persons in
various specialities to begin an Expertise Register. It also
has an Availability Register for those persons. This
availability information indicates that most of those persons
would be willing to participate in a Personal Referral System
at MIT. As seen in Chapter IV, Section 8-4, mailing
questionnaires to all the MIT faculty would increase that
number to 100. Students can increase that number even more.
Initially, the prototype version of the system
could be developed for in-Office use only. This allows for
the focus on the Personal Referral aspects of the system and
diverts effort from considering issues that arise when a
number of users have access; file protection, easy-to-use
interactive capabilities, etcetera.
In that environment, the Office would be the link
between users and the system. That interaction could be by
the telephone or in person, e.g. seekers wanting references
may call by the phone or stop in. The Office could also use
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the MIT mail. A seeker's problem may oe printed in a standard
questionnaire form (similar to Form Q-2) through the system.
The Office would just mail the questionnaires and inform the
seeker about the responses.
Such an implementation would be a learning
experience in two ways. On the one hand, the community would
learn about Personal Referral. It would learn to use it as a
tool for problem-solving. On the other hand, more can be
leaned about Personal Referral and Personal Referral
Mechanisms.
After a preliminary testing time and depending on
its success, the system can be expanded in two directions.
It can grow to include more areas of expertise and it can
become a fully interactive system with users having airect
access to it.
Further investigation on this topic should be based
on an operational Personal Referral System. Although, as was
mentioned in the introduction, the benefits for such a system
have been recognized, for various reasons a system of this
sort has not been developed. Some of those reasons were, for
example, that it was not known whether people would
participate and what information could be used to find
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knowledgeable persons.
This thesis has served to demonstrate that such a
system is feasible$ (1) existing publications can be used
successfully to find persons that have information for
specific problems and (ii) a new mechanism (Availability
Register) has been tested that permits persons to indicate
whether they would actually help. The test indicates that
people would participate in a Personal Referral System.
With an operational system, the precision
measurements obtained can be improved. The methodology tested
in this thesis can be used to find persons who have
information. With a computerized Expertise Register searches
can be simulated more easily. This would enable the
examination of, for example, the effect of the depth of
indexing on precision or the effect of changes in the
specificity of terms on precision.
Furthermore, studies of recall can be made. For
that purpose, a random sample of persons would be sent Form
Q-2 (or a similar questionnaire). Then different Registers
can be used to select references. An estimate of recall may
be obtained for each Register by the equation
r = hf / (hf + N/n x hn)
where r is recall of a Register, hf is the number of persons
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found thru the Register that had information, hn is the
number of persons that had information and were not found
thru the Register, n is the random sample size and N is the
size of the population.
In information retrieval systems, a trade-off is
usually observed between the precision and the recall of a
system. For this reason, a more thorough comparison of
mechanisms should include both performance measures.
Another Interesting area of research would be to
follow up a few problems and attempt to evaluate the benefits
from the system. If the problems followed up are chosen
randomly, the benefits can be extrapolated to all the
problems that the system contributed towards solving. Then
the benefits can be compared to the costs.
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APPENDIX I
FORMS USED IN THE STUDY
Figure 1 - The "Hot Information" notice
Figure 2 - Form Q-i
Figurec3A - 31~ lettersintroducing Form Q-2
Figure 4 - Form Q-2
Figure 5 - Form Q-4
Notes Figures 1,3 and 5 have been photo-reduced to
60% (in length) of their original sizes to conform to MIT
theses margin requirements.
HOT IfFORmATIOf
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN FINDING
PERSONS AT M. I.T. WHO MAY PROVIDE
SCIENTIFIC OR TECHNICAL INFORMATION
RELEVANT TO YOUR CURRENT WORK ?
WE MAYBE ABLE
0
0TO HELP YOU WHILE
YOU ASS/ST US WITH AN EXPERIMENT. FOR
MORE INFORMA TION PHONE MR. PESCHIERA
AT XJ-3895 OR CALL AT ROOM 35-410.
STUDENTS- FACULTY-STAFF
m
F
IF SO,
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Fa yreForm Q-1
SEEKER'S PROBLEM STATEMENT
Seeker's Name Problem No.
1.- Please give a narrative description of a problem, related to your
current work, for whose solution you need scientific or technical informa-
tion which you think could be best obtained by talking to people at M.I.T.
Be specific, use scientific and technical as well as common vocabulary.
Append a list to your narrative of any synonyms, closely related phrases
and alternative spellings.
F)~ ~-102-
2.- Kindly give, if possible, any models, related topics, end uses or
applications that might be useful in a search for persons who may help you
meet your information requirements.
3.- Please indicate the category of work to which the problem applies.
(check _ one)
Thesis Course Work (as student)
Term Paper Course Work (as teacher)
Research Project _ Other:
4.- Why do you think that the information you need for this problem could
be best obtained by talking to people rather than using other means such
as literature, etc. ?
5.- Finally, please enter, in the following page(s), the names of, and
some information about, persons at the Institute with whom:
- You have already talked about the problem described above or
- You were thinking on talking about that problem.
JP
11/20/74
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-VJI ] ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LABORATORY
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass., 02139, U.S.A.
Nov ember 29, 1974 Director: Professoi Michael Athans
Execuve Officer: Richard A. Osborne
Room: 3 5-418
Telephone:(617) 253- 2353
Dear Colleague:
A personal referral system as a way to facilitate person-to-
person communication among faculty, staff and students is being
investigated by Jorge Peschiera as a Master's thesis project. The
critical issue of how effective such a referral service can be as a
mechanism for exchange of scientific and technical information is being
examined by Mr. Peschiera. To assist him in developing a position, may
we ask for a few minutes of your time to respond to the enclosed
materials.
A problem of current concern to a member of the M.I.T.
community (Form Q-2) is attached. V'ill you kindly indicate on Form Q-2
whether or not you have information that might solve the problem and
list others at '-.T.T. who you think could provide relevant information.
Your response will be most helpful in making an evaluation of desirable
characteristics of the referral system under study.
We anticipate no more than five minutes will be required to
complete the form. For your convenience, an addressed return envelope
is enclosed. Do not hesitate to call me or Mr. Peschiera (3-2353 ---
3-3895) should you have a question about the referral system or about
the form itself.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
6 J. Francis Reintjes
Professor of Electrical Engineering
JFR:smc
Enclosures
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ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LABORATORY e" .
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
L Cambridge, .Mass., 02139, U.S.A.
January 22, 1975 Director: Professor Michael AthansExecutive Officer: Richard A. Osborne
Roorn:
Telephone:(617) 253-
Dear Colleague:.
A personal referral system as a way to facilitate person-to-
person communication among faculty, staff and students is being
investigated by Jorge Peschiera as a Master's thesis project. The
critical issue of -how effective such a referral service can be as a
mechanism for exchange of scientific and technical information is being
examined by Mr. Peschiera. To assist him in developing a position, may
we ask for a few minutes of your time to respond to the enclosed
materials.
Two problems of current concern to members of the M.I.T.
community (Forms Q-2) are attached. Will you kindly indicate on thoe
forms whether or not you have information that might solve the prol ems
and list others at M.I.T. who you think could provide relevant
information. Your response will be nost helpful in making an evaluation
of desirable characteristics of the referral system under study.
We anticipate no more than eight minutes will be required to
complete the forms.For your convenience, an addressed return envelope
is enclosed. Do not hesitate to call me or Mr. Peschiera (3-2353 ---
3-3895) should you have a question about the referral system or about
the forms themselves.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Francis Reintjes
Professor of Electrical Engineering
JFR:jrp
Enclosures
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Form Q-2
Sample Problem No._-
1.- Do you have information which you think could contribute directly to the solution of this
problem ? YES NO (circle one)
If YES, would that information s(check one) > Largely solve the problem
Partly solve the problem
Other
2.- CouMd you provide references to literature that you consider relevant to this problem ?
YES NO (circle one)
If YES, would the information In that literatures t> Largely solve the problem
I Partly solve the problem
Other
3.- Do you know a person or persons at M.I.T. who you think night be able to provide
relevant information for this problem ? YES NO (circle one)
If YES, kindly list their names
4.- Please indicate other possible sources of relevant information for this problem you may
know about.
5.- Do you have any comments on the problem or on the most appropriate way to resolve it ?
/MP
n20/7I
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Fo 47-4 Fktemi TA&
KIT -. Alternative Energy Interest Group
Information Office - Room 3-403, X3-7735
Human Resources Survey Questionnaire
C
D
Notes Please skim over attached table ard both
%office use only)
sizes of this sheet before proceeding.
Namel Room No. Phone
Term Address Date
Department Statuso MIT Undergrad. - HIT Grad. MIT Faculty
KIT Staff/Employee _ Other-
1) Do your professional areas of expertise and activity relate to the use of alternative energy
sources? YES NO
If YES, please describe your activities using the codes from the attached table
and use the comment space to be more specific.
Activity Code Comsents
If NO, please Indicate your personal area of expertise. Your khowledge say be
helpful to others in solving alternative energy applications problems.
2) Do you have non-professional but active interests in alternative energies that you would like
to actively- explore further? Please -describe those interests using the activity codes listed
in the attached table and the comment spaces to be more specific.
Activity Cede Comments
3) Do you have casual or just-beginning areas of interest in alternative energies about which
you would like to learn more? Please -list their activity codes ard limit to eight.
Further comments:
MW- ro Is -r Of r1i: FAC'. @F Tf413 Peqgf a(.ws &N (N PAoi *S
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APPENDIX II
OUTLINE OF A PERSONAL REFERRAL SYSTEM
This system will be described as a particular case
of a more general information storage and retrieval system
that we shall call a Selective Mailing System. We first give
an overview of that general system and then explain how a
Personal Referral System would operate in that context.
a) SMS works with two basic recordst messages and
user-requests.
1) Messages consist of
laKgt 0hatever any user may want to communicate to
others is in the text. The concept of Message is intended to
cover a wide range of things. For example, a Message may be a
personal letter, a book, the description of a problem, a
bibliographic reference, etcetera.
11gt Each specific Implementation of SMS may allow
the users to work with a specific set of Message types. This
will be clarified with examples below.
ae.grgt One who sends the Message. (Certain types
of messages may be allowed to be anonymous, but this option
will not be discussed here).
1essae PfIaIeI A set of keywords used to direct
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the Message to its audience, that is, the persons to whom it
is addressed by the Source.
Date of.Entex The date at which the Message is
entered by the Source.
Deltion Dates The limit date at which the Source
wants SMS to "erase" the Message from the system.
Anag.I-ELna' If On, the Source is expecting
responses to the Message.
nasENE-ftEiateC' If Answer Flag is On, a pointer Is
set to the next in the list-of-answer-messages. A
list-of-answer-mess ages begins with a Message for which the
answer flag is On. Each new message In the list is added by
entering a pointer to it in the previous message in the list.
If the answer pointer for a message is empty, that Message is
the last in that list-of-answer-messages.
AcesLE.1Yagnt Users may specify the type of user
that may access the Message.
Eassmacd' Users may modify or delete their
messages. Each user can enter a Password to each message to
prevent other users from performing unwanted changes.
Li) Users' Requests consist oft
jjgUgg=Ergtjjg&g A set of keywords and search
rules used to direct messages to the user.
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Rga11-zty.ag13 A list of the types of messages the
user wants.
LjxXgagt Each user's request is given a type. Any
request will only retrieve messages whose Access Type match
the User Type of the request.
b) Files:
Conceotually, the system works with three files.
The messages are stored in a Massage--File. The Keyword-File
is an inverted File built from the Message-Profiles and the
g ~gg ggi File contains the Users' Requests.
The Keyword File is essentially an inverted File.
It contains one record for each keyword in the
Message-Profiles of the messages contained in the Message
File. Along with each keyword are pointers to the Message
File. By reading one record in the Keyword File, it is
possible to find all the messages whose profile contain the
keyword in the record.
The Keyword File is organized so that it is easy to
find the record of any specific keyword one may be looking
for. For example, the keywords may be ordered alphabetically.
The profiles in both the Message File and the User-
Requests File consist of lists of pointers to the Keyword
File.
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C) 2tiaIDn.
There are eight basic operationst
1) The source may teIaSZa Messaae. SMS adds the
Message to the Message File and enters the necessary keywords
and pointers into the keyword File.
11) SMS can Match a User's Profile to Messages
Profiles. The keywords in the users Profile are used to
search the Keyword File. The records obtained contain
pointers to the Messages that match the User's Profile. The
messages are examined and only the ones whose type matches
the type indicated by the user profile are extracted and
become the output of the match. Matches are not successfull
if the user's type does not agree with the Message's
Access-types.
iii) A User may gnigjtgMauest. There are two
optionst either the Request is stored in the Profile-File or
the Request is processed immediately. In the latter case,
dag12 is invoked. The User-Request is used to obtain
Messages according to the procedure discribed in 11) above.
In the former case, requests are attended by the
dissemination operation
iv) The system Qi1ssgminaaL information
periodically. The user-Requests stored in the user-Requests
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File are used for this. Match takes those requests one by one
and for each one obtains messages according to the procedure
described in i1). The system outputs only those messages
entered after the previous dissemination.
v) A User may Ase-a-esage. The system adds the
answer-message to the List-of-Answer-Messages associated with
the message being answered. To do this, it adds the
Answer-Message to the Message File as it would do with any
other message. It then User sets the pointer in the previous
Message in the List-of-Answer- Messages to the location where
the new Answer Message was entered. The Keyword-File is left
intact.
vi) A
system outputs
given message
vi1)
messages whose
user may retrieve answersl to his messages. The
the list-of-answer-messages attached to any
for which the user may request this operation.
Periodically, the system "e oag 2ut" the
delete date is due.
viii) EiL-alAnkarAnancet Users may alter or delete
any records they may have entered. Users must enter the
records* password to be allowed to do this.
2.- Personal Referral in the Context of SMS
A Personal Referral System may use four types of
messages; Expertise, Query, Answers and Announcement. It may
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allow three types of users, MIT, Other Universities and users
outside MIT. The following examples are Intended to
illustrate how these messages can be used. The examples are,
by necessity, simplifications; Nevertheless, the examples
are extracted from actual experiences In the study. Their
purpose is merely illustrative. Figure J shows the contents
of the different files for the examples.
Egig_1A - The Personal Referral System has
prepared an Ernettise Reaister on the oasis of discriptions
of research in progress. It has entered those descriptions as
Expertise Messages. Message No. 1320 in the Message File
(Figure 1) is one of those entries. It describes the research
being conducted by Mr.X.
When message message No.1320 was entered three
keywords were given# Optical Instrumentation, Polymers and
Mechanical properties of Polymers. Pointers to message
No.1320 were attached to those keywords; it was necessary to
create a new entry in the Keyword File for Optical
Instrumentation.
The access conditions indicate that Mr.X only
accepts the system to refer people from MIT or other
universities to him.
Mr.Y is an MIT student who is building a 30' blimo
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and needs to find people to help him to select the materials
for his blimp. He has chosen Polyethylene but wants to know
if other materials would do a better job. He enters a request
for Expert messages, with his profile. The request may be
something like
request expert blimp, plastics, polymers.
As a result Mr.Y gets 1320, along with other
messages that may have matched the keywords he had in his
request. He may contact Mr.X after that.
E&Xaia-_. This is an example of Selectively
Disseminated Questionnaires in the context of SMS.
Mr.Y, the same user mentioned above, decides to use
this feature. He then enters his Query. That query is message
No.831 In the Message File. He uses the same keywords as in
Example 1.
When the new message is added, the corresponding
pointers are set in the Keyword File and keywords are added
as needed. The answer pointer in the new message is
initialized empty.
As we can see in Figure 1, the User Profile File
contains an early entry by Mr.X. His profile has pointers to
three keywords; Materials Science, Polymers and Plastics. The
type of message Mr.X Is interested in are Queries and Expert
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Messages.
In its daily run, the Dissemination operation finds
that the new message entered by Mr.Y matches Mr.Xes orofile.
The system then mails Mr.X's message to Mr.Y.
ExAmla~j 3- This is a continuation of Examole 2. It
illustrates answers to queries.
Mr.X decides to respond to Mr.Y's query. He then
enters an Answer Message. That is message No.432 in the
Message File (Figure 1). The Answer-Pointer in Mr.X*s query
is changed from empty to 432. The answer pointer in message
No.432 is initialized empty; if another user entered an
answer to Mr.Y~s message, the pointer in Message No.432 would
be changed to the location of the new answer message in the
Message File.
When Mr.X requests the answers to his query, he
will obtain Mr.Y*s message as well as any other answer he may
have received from other users.
E~a22a-a! - The Announcement Message is the easiest
to understand. The user would enter his announcement and on
the daily Dissemination Operation, his message will be
distributed to all the users.
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figure 1
Contents of.SMS Files for Examples 1 - 4
1) Messages File
Record No. Contents
432 Text: I suggest you use biaxially oriented polyester film.
It is stronger than polyethylene and it is less
permeable to inert gases. Call me if you want to
discuss this further. (Mr. X, phone #98067).
Type: Answer.
Source: Mr. X.
Message Profile: None.
Date of Entry: Jan 15,1975.
Deletion Date: (same as fist in list-of-answer-messages)
Answer Pointer: Empty.
Access Types: (Do not apply to "Answer" type messages)
Password: None.
831 Text: I am building a blimp (30' long) and plan to use
polyethylene for the envelope. I would appreciate
suggestions on materials that may be better. Please
enter your answer to this message through SMS or call
Mr. Y ; phone 86451.
Type: Query.
Source: Mr. Y.
Message Profile: 1520, 1230, 2020 (pointers to Keywords File)
Date of Entry: Jan 12, 1975.
Deletion Date: February 28, 1975.
Answer Pointer: 432.
Access Types: All.
Password: Blimp.
320 Text: Research in Progress; the use of Optical Instrumentation
to study mechanical properties of polimers. Principal
investigator, Mr. X.
Type: Expert..
Source: The Personal Referral System.
Message Profile: 83, 1330, 2020.
Date of Entry; September 11, 1974.
Delete Date; July 3], 1975.
Answer Pointer: (Not used in "Expert"type messages)
Access Types: Members of the MIT community.
Password: 74.84.0987
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Figure 1 (cont.)
Text: The MIT Alternative Energy (Solar, Wind,etc.) Interest
Group is being formed. If you are interested call Mr. Z
at 45674 for more information or enter your name and
telephone number as an answer to this message an we will
contact you.
Type: Announcement.
Source: Mr. Z.
Message Profile:(Does not apply for Announcements)
Date of Entry: February 11, 1975.
Deletion Date: February 28, 1975
Answer Pointer: Empty.
Access Types: All.
Password: AEIG.
2) Keywords File.
Record No.
36
83
1230
1330
1520
2020
Keyword
Materials Science 2
Optical Instrumentation
Plastics 8
Mechanical Properties
of Materials
Blimps
Polymers
Pointers to Messages File
54, 876, 666, 978
456, 1320
64, 876, 831
978, 1320
831
824, 997, ]320, 876, 831
3) Users-Requests File
Record No. User; Mr X
User's Profile: 36, 1230, 1330, 2020
Request-Type: Queries.
User-type: Members of the MIT Community and persons from
other universities.
1470
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APPENDIX III
USE OF THE T-TEST
Consider any performance measure, P(pm), obtained for a given
problem p from a given mechanism m. In the analysis of the data a
performance measure may be, e.g., the lower bound for precision obtained
for problem 3 using the Directory of Subjects (e.g., mechanism 1). That
measure would be P(3,1).
In order to be able to compare the performances of different
mechanisms we define Pm to be the meat of the P(p,m)'s for all p.
A Student's t-test can be used to test iwhether two mwchanisms
have different performances, that is, whether P1 - P2 = 0. In order to do
this, the differences
d(p) = P(p,1) - P(p,2) (I)
are used.
These differences are random variables with mean d and variance
V2 . From equation (I) and by the definitions of d, Pl and P2, d = Pl - P2.
By the Central Limit Theorem, for any sample size n the distribution of the
sample mean is closely approximated by the normal distribution with mean d
and variance V2/n.
This formulation allows us to use the t-test on d. The test is
performed under the null hypothesis that d = o. This is precisely what we
need in order to test whether P1 - P2 0, since d = P1 - P2. (1)
(1) The t-test is described in many statistics textbooks. See for example
"Statistics With a View Toward Applications", by Leo Breiman, Houghton Mifflin
Company, Boston, 1973, p. 144.
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Five pr-blems were examined. For a sample size equal to five,
the test statistic is
t d / (s / n) 5 d/s
where s is an estimate of V, the variance of the d(p) values from the
sample . Standard two-sided tests were performed. The level of confidence
chosen was 99% - this ensures that if the null hypothesis was.true, there
is only a .01 probability of rejecting it - we would like to be quite
certain that we would not reject the null hypothesis when it is true. When-
ever we do not reject the null hypothesis, we say that the performance
measures are not significantly different (statistically), for the two
mechanisms being compared
